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CHAPTER 3 
 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
 
  In this chapter, readers will get brief information on the methods that are used to 
get information for this study. ANSYS software is used to run this project in order to 
achieve the objectives. Generally, ANSYS program is computer program for finite 
element analysis and design. The analysis process of transmission tower using ANSYS 
will be conducted by using the following steps which are Pre-processing Process, 
Solution Process and Post-processing Process. 
 
  Pre-processing Process is the step where defining the problem takes part. This 
process includes defining project title for this project, modelling process which includes 
creating the key points and also forming lines, defining the element being used, its 
geometry properties, element material properties, mesh size and meshing process. 
 
  Solution Process is the step where load assigned and solving process take part. It 
includes defining the analysis type where for this project the analysis type is static. 
Apply constraints and also load to model and last but not least solving the problem 
 
  Post-processing Process is the step where results can be viewed. The result can 
be viewed in two forms which is in a form of figure that can symbolize the result for 
example a figure that shows a bend transmission tower due to load or numbering forms 
which shows all the data required such as deflection value. 
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3.2 FLOW CHART OF METHODOLOGY 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Flow chart of the research process 
Find the suitable title, analyse and identify the objectives, scopes and the 
problem statement. 
Study and working with ANSYS software tutorial. 
Find literature review for studied title (book, journal, article and el.) 
Create model of selected transmission tower using ANSYS and key in selected 
parameter for analysis. 
Conduct analysis of structure using ANSYS by finite element analysis. 
Running with result and discussion from the analysis outcomes. 
Conclusion and recommendation according to the analysis result. 
Report writing. 
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3.3 PRE-PROCESSOR PROCESS 
 
3.3.1 Specify the Title 
 
  In the “Utility menu bar”, first select “File” followed by “Change Title”. It has 
been shown in the figure below. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Change title step 
 
  Then the following window will appear. Enter file name for this project for 
example “3D Transmission Tower”. Next, click on “OK”. 
 
 
Figure 3.3: Change title window 
 
